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Let A be a finite alphabet and let D be a finite set of words in A* labelled dirty. We give a 
recursive procedure for computing the generating function for the number of words not 
containing any subsequences that belong to D and having a specified number of each letter. We 
show that this generating function is always a rational function. 
Let A be a finite alphabet and let D c A* be a finite set of words to be 
labelled "dirty". Let {Xa: a cA} be commuting indeterminates. To every letter 
a e A we assign the weight )Ca and the weight of a word is the product of the 
weights of its letters. For example, weight (13221) = X1X3X2X2X1 = xEx~3 •Given 
any set S of words we let weight (S) be the sum of the weights of the members of 
S. For example, weight (1, 12, 213, 2113} = X1 + ~1~2 -t- ~1~2~3 "IL ~2~2~3" The 
significance of the formal power series weight (S) is that the coefficient of a 
typical term ILiA X~ a tells us the number of words in S that have % occurrences 
of the letter a, a cA. It is well known and easy to see that weight (A*)= 
(1-  ~a~A X~) -1- (Recall that A* is the set of all words (strings) that can be 
formed with the letters of A). 
There are three standards of cleanliness that words can have. 
First ff we define "dean" as non-dirty, then the weight enumerator is of course 
weight (A*) - weight (D) = 1 -  ~ X,, -weight(D) ,  
aEA 
which is a rational function since weight (D).is a polynomial. 
However, you may decide to be more proper and forbid words (like ESSEX) 
that contain a consecutive substring that is dirty. Formally wl • . .  w I is not clean if 
there exists a substring of co~ecutive l tters ~÷~÷2 • • • N that belongs to D. 
The weight enumerator of clean words was considered in [2] and with great 
erudition in Goulden and Jackson's magnum opus [1] where it is shown that it is 
always a rational function. 
But if you are really prim and proper you will even forbid words (like 
SCHMIDT) that contain a subsequence of letters that consistitutes a dirty word. 
Thus, given a finite alphabet A and a finite set of words D let °/¢'(A; D) be the 
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set of words in A*, wlw2.., w I such that you can not find any subsequence 
w~lwi~...w~, (1~<i1<i2 <- .  .<ir<.f) that belongs to D. Let W(A;D) be the 
weight of ~/¢'(A; D). Before stating the theorem we need just one more piece of 
notation. For any set of words D and any letter a e A we denote by D ka the set 
of words obtained from D by chopping the last letter from those words that end 
in a and leaving the other words intact. 
Thus, if D = {DORON, MORON, PIG}, D \N  = {DORO, MORO, PIG}, D \ G = {DORON, 
MORON, PI} and D \A = D \ B = {DORON, MORON, PIG}. 
Having set up all the notation, the following theorem is almost rivial. 
"I]l~q~gem. 
W(A;D)= 1 + ~ x~W(A;Dka) 
a~A 
(,) 
ProoL Any word in ~¢'(A; D) (or for that matter any word in A*) is either the 
empty word or ends with one of the letters a e A. If you chop the last letter a you 
get a typical word in ~r(A;Dka). The X, factor in the right hand side of (*) 
corresponds to the chopped letter a. [] 
Formula (*) enables us to compute W(A; D) recursively, for every conceivable 
finite A and D. Let A' be the letters of A such that D\a = D, i.e., those letters 
that are at the end of no dirty word. Then (*) can be rewritten as 
(1 -  ~'~ Xa,)W(A; D) = E x~W(A; D ka). (**) 
a'~A a~A" 
The right hand side of (**) has W(A; D') with a shorter list D'  of dirty words. 
Repeated use of (**) will eventually reduce to computing W(A; D) where at 
least one of the words of D consists of just one letter, say b. Then of course 
W(A; D) = W(A/b; D/b), that is, since the letter b by itself is a taboo we may 
just as well throw it out of our alphabet. Further down the line we will get 
W(A';0), that is no dirty words, and this is just the weight of (A')*, 
(1 - Ea~A' Xa) -x. Since these bottom of the liners are rational it follows from (**) 
and by induction that W(A; D) is always rational (since the language is regular). 
Examples. 
A = {1, 2, 3}, D = {123}, 
W(1, 2, 3; 123) = 1 + xlW(1, 2, 3; 123) + x2W(1, 2, 3; 123) 
+ x3W(1, 2, 3; 12). 
Thus 
Now 
(1 - Xl - x2)W(1,  2, 3; 123) = 1 + x3W(1,  2, 3; 12). 
W(1, 2, 3; 12) = 1 + Zl W(1, 2, 3, 12) + x2W(1, 2, 3; 1) + z3W(1, 2, 3; 12). 
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Thus 
But 
Thus 
and 
(1 - Zl - x3)W(1; 2, 3; 12) = 1 + ;~2W(1, 2, 3; 1), 
W(1, 2, 3; 1) = W(2, 3; 8) = {2, 3}* = (1 - X2-  Z3) -1. 
W(1, 2, 3; 12)= (1 - Zl - Z3)-1[ 1 + Xe(1 - X2- -  Z3)--1] • 
W(1, 2, 3; 123) = (1 - X~-  Ze)-~[1 + X3(1 - Xx - X3)-~( 1 + X2(1 - X2-- X3))--1] .
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